
SUSQUEHANNA GROWTH HACKS

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:  
EXPLORATION AND SCALING



 Over and over, we work with growth-stage companies that are on various stages of the spectrum  
of development when it comes to ability to successfully execute strategic initiatives outside of 
their core business. We frequently see companies falling behind on initial plans, reactively  
re-prioritizing, and not realizing the full potential of critical initiatives. 

When we diagnose and debrief with the management teams, the issues are consistent and  
easily recognizable: lack of consistent focus, clear accountability, and transparent metrics.  
However, the solutions are not straightforward. In this growth hack, we will describe a simple  
but rigorous approach for growth-stage companies to mitigate these issues. This piece aims  
to describe a methodical approach to exploring and scaling specific initiatives, then offer a  
framework for increasing probability of execution success.

ABOUT SGE 
Susquehanna Growth Equity (SGE) is unlike the typical investment model: our firm is backed solely by bootstrapped  

entrepreneurs. This enables us to invest on your timeline and be incredibly flexible in our investment size and structure,  

as well as in how we work with our entrepreneurs. We are consistently partnering with and coaching our entrepreneurs  

with the long game in mind…

When we partner with you, we promise to offer guidance, while not forcing an operational playbook often imposed by our 

peers. We’d love to join you on your journey and be a trusted advisor as you grow your business. If you’re actively raising or 

considering raising capital, we would love to speak with you. Please don’t hesitate to reach out to us at info@sgep.com.

Disclaimer: This publication contains general information and is not intended to be comprehensive nor to provide investment, legal, tax or other 
professional advice or services. This publication is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, and it should not be acted on or relied upon 
or used as a basis for any investment or other decision or action that may affect you or your business. Before taking any such decision, you should 
consult suitability qualified professional advisers. SGE does not serve as your investment, legal, tax or other professional. SGE does not control you 
or the decisions you make with respect to investment, legal, tax or other professional advice. Although reasonable effort has been made to ensure 
the accuracy of the information contained in this publication, this cannot be guaranteed and neither SGE nor any of its subsidiaries or any affiliate 
thereof or other related entity shall have any liability to any person or entity which relies on the information contained in this publication, including 
incidental or consequential damages arising from errors or omissions. Each situation related to these materials is unique and needs individualized 
analysis. Any such reliance is solely at the user’s risk.
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What initiatives should I start with?

Initiatives can exist at different stages (exploratory, scaling, developed):

1. STAGE

EXPLORATION SCALING DEVELOPED

•  Prioritized initiatives to  
incubate and nurture

•  Shorter time to test  
and implement  
(6-12 months each)

•  Limited initial investment

G
R

O
W

T
H

MATURITY

•  Proven market fit  
and sustained  
revenue growth 

•  Part of “business as  
usual” planning and  
reporting •    Slowed YoY growth

•    Reduce resourcing to  
focus on new growth 
through strategic  
initiatives and  
explorations

FOCUS OF THIS PIECE
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What initiatives should I start with?

You don’t immediately invest high amounts into a new initiative. 

This growth hack is focused on exploratory initiatives— 
when a venture takes an idea from initial concept to scale.

Clearly defined success and failure lead to insight.

You test, develop, and scale. You can reduce the risk of failure by understanding 
and following the initiative graduation process to scale investments. 

At this “high-risk” stage, prioritize no more than 3 initiatives, and ensure they will 
stay priorities over at least the next 3-6 months.   

If your initiative succeeds and graduates, great! If it fails, that’s okay too:  
the process is a great way to nip poor or untimely initiatives in the bud.

1. STAGE (CONTINUED)
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2. PRIORITIZATION

Each company will have their own approach to prioritizing key initiatives with the board. Top-performing 
companies tend to have a healthy pipeline of potential opportunities they regularly test, ranking the 
opportunities based on value and feasibility. Based on the opportunity, you will be able to evaluate 
how much investment and resources should be allotted for an initiative. 

Initiatives can be a product of the strategic planning process, a result opportunity discovery/vetting 
and “big bet” brainstorming. To ensure execution is a balance of realistic, attainable, and challenging, 
follow a methodical process such as the example below: create a long list of initiatives, prioritize 
them, and decide on only a few initiatives as an Executive Leadership Team. For more on how  
initiatives can fit in the larger picture of strategic planning, refer to our other growth hack,  
“Maturing Strategic Planning For High-Growth Businesses."

Keep a long list of initiatives 
where employees can  
contribute ideas for future 
initiatives and add value. 

•  Roll out v 2.0 training

•  New partnership  
approach

•  Follow-the-sun rollout for 
customer tech issues

• New service offering

•   App UX  
improvements

 
• New EMEA geos

•  Restructure customer  
success process

Prioritize the list from  
Step 1 through the matrix.

1.  App UX  
improvements

2.  New service offerings

3.  Restructure customer  
success process

4.  Follow-the-sun roll-out  
for customer tech issues

5.  Roll out v 2.0 training

6. New EMEA gets

7.  New partnership  
approach

Evaluate and organize the list of  
initiatives by two variables that 
point to impact (eg., feasibility 
and value).

Unprioritized List: 2X2 Matrix: Prioritized List:

1

2 3

4

5

6

7

VALUE

BIG
WINS

FOCUS AREA

What initiatives should I start with?
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How should I approach execution?

STEPS 1 - 2

Assign an executive owner for the initiative:
•   This owner will be accountable for outcomes and associated tracking for the initiatives.

•   Initiatives will have greater probability of success if they have strong executive  
support. Tasks and projects within the initiative can be delegated, but the initiative 
owner should be an executive. 

Create metrics for tracking:
•   The assigned owner should create KPIs that correlated with the  

initiative’s success. (Refer to the Appendix for Best Practices in KPIs.)

•   KPIs should be set when kicking off an initiative; however, targets should be set and 
evaluated quarterly. All “in-quarter” targets should be set at least one quarter prior. 
This helps keep the discussion between meeting attendees (executives)  
focused on the objective.

•   Create specific targets that are challenging, but obtainable. When looking at reporting, 
focus on not the target setting itself but the root of any issue and iterating effectively. 

1

2

We are always investing in new areas of growth. In a world of limited resources, 
it is critical to have a consistent, regular, and objective process to manage a 
portfolio of such investments. Our process has enabled us to determine which 
investments we need to start, stop, elevate or continue to fund. The regular check  
points have served as an important mechanism that has helped drive engagement, 
transparency and accountability across all levels of the org. After an adjustment 
period, the individual initiative teams have come to appreciate the clarity this 
process has driven around success criteria and goals. We believe this new 
framework has developed a sense of higher urgency that has served as a  
forcing function for teams to be more ambitious and aggressive."

–  FRANK VITALE  | SENIOR DIRECTOR, FP&A | CREDIT KARMA

“
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Establish a meeting cadence:
•   Pre-determine how often the owner should meet with the immediate team  

(e.g., Monthly Business Reviews - MBRs), as well as with the larger executive team 
(e.g., Quarterly Business Reviews – QBRs).

•   Best practice is typically for initiative owners to meet with their team at MBRs 
(monthly business reviews) and the executive team at QBRs (quarterly business 
reviews).

•   Pre-determine the agenda for MBRs and QBRs. For example, Credit Karma’s MBR 
agenda includes: revenue performance (prior month), revenue expectations (forecast), 
KPI achievement, what’s working/not working, and experiment read-outs. Their QBR 
agenda includes: an in-depth discussion on learning an OKR – Objective and Key  
Results setting (for the next quarter based on the learning).

•   Stick to the initially determined KPIs and the agenda delineated early on as feasible. 
This reinforces consistency and helps you and the team truly compare metrics on 
an apples-to-apples basis at MBRs and QBRs. If the process isn’t working, then  
discuss, iterate, and apply learnings to future meetings. 

Design a structure for when initiatives fall behind:

•   Define benchmarks that trigger processes if benchmark(s) are not met:  
pre-determine a process for initiative owners to follow if a certain percentage of 
a metric is not met to ensure follow-through and accountability. For example, at 
Credit Karma, the benchmark for meeting the mark is 75 percent of the KPI.  
Otherwise, the initiative owner must present a 90-day action plan to get back on 
track. At this meeting, a decision must be made on the status of continued  
investment (e.g., pulled back or defunded).

•   Reinforce accountability by pre-empting for lack of success. Executives should 
enter 90-day action plan meetings under the assumption of the initiative getting 
de-funded.

3

4

How should I approach execution?

STEPS 3 - 4
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Determine initiative graduation steps:

•   Based on success or lack thereof, the executive team will be able to evaluate 
whether to “graduate” the initiative (i.e. exit through ramp-down and de-funding,  
or promote it to the next priority and scale-up).

5

Initiative Tracking Framework 
Example and Template Available >

How should I approach execution?

STEP 5

http://sgep.com/wp-content/uploads/dlm_uploads/2019/01/Portfolio-Ops-Initiative-tracking-framework.pptx
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Appendix – Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 
and Supplemental

 What are KPIs?
•  Key Performance Indicators

•   Measurable benchmarks that help to evaluate business health and point to the overarching 
objectives you want to achieve. 

Why track KPIs?
•  Help keep your business and its departments on track through benchmarks

•   Know when your business is off track, so you can appropriately reevaluate  
efforts/initiatives

•   Find the root of issues your business is experiencing

•   Greater accountability

•   Improved transparency

What should I be tracking?
It depends on your business (industry, stage of growth, etc.) and division. There is no set of  
one-size-fits-all set of KPIs. If you are a growth-stage venture, each of your divisions (e.g., sales, 
marketing) should be tracking and reporting multiple KPIs—and doing so longitudinally. At a 
high-level, you should have 8-10 KPIs that you focus the most on in your day-to-day and  
highlight in board meetings.

Are there any bad KPIs?
Yes!

•   A KPI may not make sense for your business. For example, calculating LTV: CAC in a  
B2C business may not make sense (or be measurable) in the same way for a B2B SaaS  
subscription-based company. Moreover, in instances where such a metric may make sense, 
the formula or calculation may be different.

•   KPIs are less-effective when they’re not “SMART:” specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, 
and time-bound.

•   KPIs that do not directly influence operations and not linked to overarching business  
objectives are simply a metric. 
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 How should I approach creating KPIs for my business?
•   Ensure you get buy-in across your executives and their teams. Without buy-in, silos can  

pervade your business; lack of team alignment will make focusing on OKRs more difficult.

•   Start early. The longer you’ve been tracking metrics, the more data you have, and the smarter 
you can be in the future in evaluating where you are at.

•   Give your executives ownership. Have your executives take the first pass at their KPIs. After 
they iterate on these KPIs with their teams and cross-functionally, executives should be  
tracking, monitoring, and evaluating the KPIs moving forward.

•   Link to operating activities. Ensure KPIs impact how you engage with your customers,  
employees, board, and other key stakeholders. Growth-stage companies don’t have time to 
“measure for the sake of measurement”  

What are some of our favorite KPIs?

METRIC WHAT IT TELLS US

Gross and net dollar retention YTD Mix of adding/losing customers and price changes

“Rule of 40” tracker Market changes its mind on importance of  
growth vs. profitability – this is good  
approximation of both

Contracted vs. live ARR roll forward by dollars  
and customers

Current view of sales/customers we serve today

Customer concentration detail How dependent are we on a few top customers?

P&L showing % revenue for each expense line item - 
COGS, G&A, R&D and S&M 

Overall financial performance  
across dimensions

Org and hiring chart Growth plans and unmet organizational needs

Customer churn risk Near-term risk of losing customers and why

Cash projection for balance of the year Are financial needs met over foreseeable future?

Aging of A/R on the balance sheet Potential challenges collecting revenue

Appendix – Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 
and Supplemental
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 * Focus of this growth hack

Go-to-Market:
New Customer  

Acquisition

Strategy

New customer growth strategy

Channel strategy/introductions

International expansion

People
Sales & Marketing (S&M) organizational design (roles, responsibilities, territories)

S&M hiring, development, retention

S&M compensation design & benchmarking

Process
S&M process design & implementation

S&M pipeline management and forecasting (e.g., lead ranking)

Tools S&M systems/services selection, implementation, integration

Go-to-Market:
Existing  

Customer 
Growth

Strategy Existing customer growth strategy design

People
Account Management (AM) & Customer Success (CS) hiring, development, retention

AM & CS compensation design & benchmarking

Process AM & CS process design & implementation

Tools
AM & CS enablement (e.g., health scoring)

AM & CS systems/services selection, implementation, integration

M&A

Strategy Acquisition strategy design 

People Strategic introductions 

Process
Diligence process assistance 

Transaction process assistance 

Foundations

Strategy Long-term growth strategy design *

People

Overall organization design

Executive hiring, development, retention

Executive compensation design & benchmarking

Culture & benefits

Process
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), dashboarding, benchmarking * 

Financial and board reporting process design

Tools Non-GTM systems/services selection, implementation, integration

Product & Tech
Strategy

Product strategy and roadmap development

Pricing & packaging strategy

People Product & dev hiring

Exit

Strategy Exit strategy design

People Strategic introductions

Process
Diligence process assistance

Transaction process assistance

BEST PRACTICES FROM 60+ PORTFOLIO COMPANIES‘ GROWTH JOURNEYS


